
BARCELONA SUMMER PROGRAM 
SUMMER 2020 COURSES 

July 6-14: Virtual Week (remote course instruction) 
July 16-August 14: Abroad in Barcelona 

Courses 
Except where noted, all courses carry 4 credits 

ART 
ART 
165/365A  

PHOTOGRAPHY 
This course is designed to introduce photography as a fine art and a means of personal expression. The emphasis in this course 
is on the elements of composition and editing for a final quality black and white image.  Areas of concentration include: 
creativity, composition, use of basic camera functions, use of computer/digital imaging/editing and analyzing/critiquing the 
work of others.  
Students are expected to bring a digital camera and a laptop.  

ACT 320A  ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF SPAIN 
This course will look at the history of architecture and urban design in Spain. Beginning with a brief introduction of the ancient 
styles (from the first civilization of the Iberian Peninsula), it will focus on developments in architecture and urban planning in 
Spain from the first century A.D. until the contemporary period. Special attention will be paid to the 19th and 20th centuries in 
Barcelona, and several relevant field visits will be made. 

ART 
320A/520A 
(in Spanish) 

PICASSO, DALI, MATISSE, AND THE MEDITERRANEAN  
The work of these three international artists with distinct cultural roots is explored on an individual basis within the wider 
framework of European art movements.  In each case, students will study the acceptance and/or rejection of tradition, the 
interaction with Spanish art and artists, and personal experience. The course will also pay special attention to the role of both 
outside stimuli (war, relationships) and inner forces (imagination).  Course taught in Spanish. 

BUSINESS 
BUS 303A  INTERCULTURAL MANAGEMENT 

This course is designed to introduce students to concepts and fundamentals of international management. The course will 
consider aspects of management within an international and culturally complex environment, while considering the business 
influences within the global workplace. 

BUS 305A  GLOBAL MARKETING 
Exploration of basic knowledge of global marketing focusing on the impact of environment on the strategies used by firms and 
the understanding of consumer behavior management as it relates to the development and implementation of global 
marketing strategies. 

FIN 301A  INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
This course extends the principles of finance to the international context.  Topics include exchange rate determination, foreign 
exchange markets, currency derivatives (forwards, futures, swaps, options and money market), and exposure (translation, 
transaction and economic). 

COMMUNICATIONS 

COM 316A    MEDIA AND CONFLICT 
This course examines the role media play in the progression and public perceptions of conflict. Relevant topics will include 
media and military intervention, portrayals of protest movements, and news and entertainment coverage of crime, rumors, 
domestic politics, violence, and ethnicity. 

  FLM 356A SPAIN AS SEEN THROUGH ITS MOVIES   
This course will investigate the ways in which film narratives interrogate the role of place, space, and culture in understanding 
Spain today. Students will learn how to critically examine the connection between content (Spain in global context), 
intertextual elements (theatre, painting, architecture), and overall cinematic form. 

FILM 

  FLM 356A SPAIN AS SEEN THROUGH ITS MOVIES   
This course will investigate the ways in which film narratives interrogate the role of place, space, and culture in understanding 
Spain today. Students will learn how to critically examine the connection between content (Spain in global context), 
intertextual elements (theatre, painting, architecture), and overall cinematic form. 

GEOGRAPHY 



GEO 303A  ANALYZING AND EXPLORING THE GLOBAL CITY 
Multi‐disciplinary course that analyzes the cultural history of Barcelona as a reflection of the political and cultural history of 
contemporary Spain. Field study excursions and dynamic interaction with city environment are part of the course, which 
incorporates Urban Studies, Hispanic Studies, Cultural Studies, and Anthropology. 

 
HISTORY 
HIS 327A 
(in Spanish) 
 

SPANISH CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE 
This course starts with a view of the Spanish history, and then examines the different cultures within Spain: Castilian, Catalan, 
Basque and Galician; focusing mainly on language, nationality, and political implications. The rest of the course will travel 
throughout the various aspects of the Spanish Civilization, understanding civilization as lifestyle and society (family, 
immigration, youth, economic crisis, politics…), and also the various artistic ways of expression (painting, architecture, 
literature, music and cinema). By using concepts from these various subjects, students will study how Spain changed from 
being a polarized country to an allegedly reference in the West. 

POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POL 357A 
 

NATIONALISM IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE  
This course studies the relationship between states and nations in both a theoretical and comparative perspective with a 
particular focus on the Catalan, Basque and Spanish experiences. It analyzes state‐ building processes and the development of 
nationalism, as well as the social, economic and technological conditions behind its emergence, transformation and contrasting 
discourse. The course aims at providing a solid theoretical background on the subject of nationalism as well as introducing the 
students into the social and political reality that permeates in Spain’s daily life and shapes Spaniard’s political mind‐frames and 
identities. 

  PSYCHOLOGY 

PSY 332A CROSS-CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY  
This course offers an understanding of how culture influences our behavior from a cultural psychology perspective. Through 
the lenses of cultural psychology, we consider how embedded culture is in our lives, how vital a cultural perspective is in 
understanding the lives of others and the importance of a cultural lens in academic psychology. It is a unique opportunity for 
you to combine academic learning with personal development, as well as understand the influence of your culture on your 
behavior, your intercultural interactions and your cultural adjustment during your study abroad period and eventually your 
personal and professional life on returning home. Being in a new cultural context while learning about cultural psychology 
promotes self‐awareness and learning and brings many concepts to life. 
 

PSY 230A HUMAN SEXUALITY 
Past and present analysis on research and historical underpinnings influencing the cultural evolution of sexuality across cultures 
will be discussed. Sexual behaviors and identity will be discussed through personal development, culture, biological influences 
as well as the influence of attitudes, behaviors, knowledge, practices and myths on human sexuality. Course content will also 
examine sexuality throughout different developmental stages, fertility, reproduction, sexual functioning and privilege, 
socialization, dating, marriage, family, sexual orientation, non‐traditional relationships, contraceptives and sexual 
responsibility. 

SOCIOLOGY 
SOC 357A 
 

NATIONALISM IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE  
This course studies the relationship between states and nations in both a theoretical and comparative perspective with a 
particular focus on the Catalan, Basque and Spanish experiences. It analyzes state‐ building processes and the development of 
nationalism, as well as the social, economic and technological conditions behind its emergence, transformation and contrasting 
discourse. The course aims at providing a solid theoretical background on the subject of nationalism as well as introducing the 
students into the social and political reality that permeates in Spain’s daily life and shapes Spaniard’s political mind‐frames and 
identities. 

SPANISH LANGUAGE & CULTURE  
SPA 101A 
 

BEGINNING SPANISH I (4 UNITS) 
Intensive practical introduction to Spanish for those with little or no previous study. 

SPA 102A 
 

BEGINNING SPANISH II (4 UNITS) 
Intensive practical study of more advanced components of the Spanish language for those who have completed the equivalent 
of one semester of college‐level Spanish. 

SPA 201A  INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I (4 UNITS) 
Continued development of competence in reading, writing, speaking, and understanding spoken Spanish. Intended for 
students who have completed the equivalent of one year of college‐level Spanish. 

SPA 202A  INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II (4 UNITS) 
Continued development of competence in more advanced elements of reading, writing, speaking and understanding spoken 
Spanish. Intended for students who have completed the equivalent of three semesters of college‐level Spanish. 

SPA 327A 
 

SPANISH CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE 
This course starts with a view of the Spanish history, and then examines the different cultures within Spain: Castilian, Catalan, 
Basque and Galician; focusing mainly on language, nationality, and political implications. The rest of the course will travel 
throughout the various aspects of the Spanish Civilization, understanding civilization as lifestyle and society (family, 
immigration, youth, economic crisis, politics…), and also the various artistic ways of expression (painting, architecture, 
literature, music and cinema). By using concepts from these various subjects, students will study how Spain changed from 
being a polarized country to an allegedly reference in the West. 




